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Introduction

With the increase of data sharing, meta-analyses are becoming increasingly important in the neuroimaging community. They provide a quantitative summary of published results and heightened confidence due to higher statistical power. The gold standard approach to combine results from neuroimaging studies is an Image-Based Meta-Analysis (IBMA) [1] in which group-level maps from different studies are combined.

Recently, we have introduced the IBMA toolbox, an extension for SPM that provides methods for combining image maps from multiple studies [2]. However, the current toolbox lacks diagnostic tools used to assess critical assumptions of meta-analysis, in particular whether there is inter-study variation requiring random-effects IBMA, and whether publication bias is present. Here, we present two new tools added to the IBMA toolbox to detect heterogeneity and to assess evidence of publication bias.

Methods

The heterogeneity detection is performed with Cochran’s Q statistic [3]. Cochran’s Q tests a null hypothesis of zero inter-study variance, and is large when study deviations are larger than expected by intra-study noise alone. If the user wishes to investigate the cause of heterogeneity at a specific voxel, they can generate a forest plot which displays a confidence interval for each study.

Publication bias detection is performed with a range of test statistics, including regression based methods such as Egger’s regression and Macaskill’s regression [4], ranking based methods such as Trim and Fill [5] and correlation based methods such as Begg’s Correlation [6]. All tests are based on detecting non-random arrangement of effect estimates relative to expected behavior based on sample size or intra-study variance. For example, if small studies all fall above a meta-analysis population mean, it suggests there may be missing small studies below the mean. If evidence of publication bias is found at some voxels, it can be explored with Galbraith plots and Funnel plots at individual voxels.

The IBMA toolbox allows input of NIDM packs [7] or NIfTI images, facilitating the use of results from different software packages. It is open software and makes use of non-regression testing on GitHub [8].

We used a set of 21 fMRI studies investigating the response to painful stimuli from one lab. To evaluate our tools a biased dataset was created: In a small, 3 × 3 × 3 voxel region the 9 studies with the largest mean activation were selected, discarding 12 studies, thus simulating publication bias in that region.

Maps of diagnostic test statistics were created to attempt to detect the simulated bias, and funnel plots were used to verify visually the bias.

Results
The IMBA toolbox’s Q-Statistic found evidence for heterogeneity at nearly every voxel in the brain (Fig 1). While all results were from one lab and used the same software, the stimuli and designs are heterogeneous over studies.

The IBMA toolbox’s publication bias test statistics successfully identified the region in which bias was induced (Fig 2). It can be seen that publication bias was detected both in the region bias was induced at (highlighted in red in Fig 2A) and in many other regions of the brain. This is to be expected as selecting studies in a manner such that publication bias is induced in a specific region is likely to result in studies with larger variance being included in the selection. This in turn will results in more publication bias being induced across the brain purely by chance.

![Figure 1: The thresholded Z map, from a meta-analysis of the 21 pain studies, reported in [2] (A) and the Q-statistic P-Value map thresholded at a corresponding FDR value of 0.05 (B). Forest plots for two voxels, both with extreme observed heterogeneity, one with no significant observed signal (an observed meta-analysis Z-stat of 0.5732) (1) and one with significant observed signal (an observed meta-analysis Z-stat of 3.5217) (2). P-values are displayed with a -log10 scale with large values indicating strong evidence of heterogeneity. The most significant heterogeneity is found in the pain networks, such as the](image-url)
insular cortex and thalamus. However, heterogeneity is also found in areas with no Z-significance, such as cerebellar, visual and motor areas, suggesting one or more individual studies may have activated these areas.

Figure 2: Site where bias was induced, shown in red (A), the unweighted Egger’s Regression -log 10 p-value map thresholded using an FDR-corrected p<0.05 (B) and the Trim and Fill L estimator of number of studies missing due to publication bias, thresholded using the common rule of thumb of 4 studies (C). Funnel Plots for the region bias in which was induced (1) and, for comparison, a region at which no bias was detected (2). The site where publication was induced is visible in Egger’s results and the Trim and Fill L estimator, as are several other areas.

Conclusions
The IBMA toolbox is an open-source and freely available extension of SPM. This toolbox is as a first step towards making efficient, statistically valid synthesis of neuroimaging literature easily accessible to the research community.

As data sharing within the neuroimaging community increases and more statistic maps become readily available, we believe, processes such as the diagnostic tests provided by the IBMA toolbox will become a common component of any published IBMA.
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